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noticeable is the introduction of a third
color in her pre vio us ly bichr o me
schemes, These third colors are not the
comp lementary hues that might have
been expected; metallic paints glow
from severa l of the p ictures , and strident
contrasts d istinguish them all. Jaudon's
palette continues to strike me as unusual, as much because of her penchant
for combining un likely co lors as for her
rigorous exploration of eac h Single tone
within the drawn element it occupies,
And th is determ i nation to push these
single colors to their load-bearing limits
is as often as not the key to success in
one of her painting s, The inviolable patterns offer no structural re i ief in read ing a
work, so that if the co lors constituting it
(and the ir integration into the pattern) are
less than perfectly legible, all is lost.
Thus the less immediately evident but
potentially more valuable alteration in
Jaudon 's new work, her move away from
the strictly frontal, symmetrical order of
her previou s painting s, takes on added
importance'. Abstract conceits, at first
glance very much like their forebears,
continue to be the paintings' contents,
But the relatively sha llow figure -ground
space of the past has given way to a
more substantive, more penetrable
space, Wit h this move Ja udon ha,.s
almost literally opened a door into her
work. In the large painting Montrose,
1983, the eye is obliquely led from left to
right through the architectural allusions
of the drawing in a way that at the same
time revea ls and enr iches its spatia l
constructs, In such paintings as Caledonia , 1982, the logi c of the intersecting
bands is no longer evident, even wh il e
their " real ity" is und erscored by their
bright coloration on a black ground,
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Valerie Jaudon, Montrose. 1963, oil on canvas, 94 x
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Illustrations within the review section are
designed to be considered as references to (not reproductions of) original
works , In the dimensions, height precedes wi dth; performance , film, and
video are represented by two images
where possible; installation photos are
indicated by a surrounding gray box ,
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VALERIE JAUDON, Sidney Janis Gallery; JOHN DUFF, ROBERT MANGOLD, BRUCE NAUMAN, Blum Heiman Gallery; JOHN TORREANO, in
the artist's studio:
VALERIE JAUDON
Valerie Jaudon's pa intings have long
been rationalist anomalies amid the sensualist extravaganzas of the so-called
"pattern and decoration" group. Like her
peers Robert Kushner and Kim MacConnel, Jaudon was a protege of the late
Amy Goldin, the American critic who
almost single-handedly posited a
theoretical alternative to the ideological
stranglehold reductivism had over advanced art in the late '60s, Radically unlike the other two painters , however,
Jaudon has been an abstracti onist in all
her work, Her affinities seem to have
been more for certain aspects of Frank
Stella's early-to-middle-period paintings especially his treatment of form in
a geometry-based, a ll ov er drawing
style than anything else.
From the first , her paintings have
shared a structural order: bands of unmod ulated, troweled-on color are separated from one another by thin stripes of
uncolored canvas and arranged so as to
establish inviolate patterns, These patterns have consistently seemed to have
a three-dimensional reality about them,
comb ining as they do the arch in g loftiness of Islamic and/or Gothi c architecture with the physical intricac ies of manuscript ill uminations,
Two significant comp lications mark
Jaudon's most recent paintings, Most
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Four small pictures, each 22 inches
square, share the same fragment of a
larger pattern, Through this standardized course Jaudon has run divergent
three-color schemes in a kind of experiment in chromatic and structural values,
From the deluxe associations of the pink
and wh ite bands over gold in Friars
Point, 1983, to the neoplastic connotations of the yellow and white on black of
Fruitland Park, 1983, Jaudon is exploring her new freedoms with aplomb,
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